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The following succinct analysis appeared in Pharmacist’s Letter. Based on vol. 34. No. 12

ASPIRIN
You’ll hear buzz about whether to use aspirin to prevent cancer...on the heels of it falling out of
favor for PRIMARY prevention of CV disease.
Mounting evidence suggests CV benefit of low-dose aspirin is offset by serious bleeding in
patients withOUT a prior heart attack or stroke.
But patients are still hearing that aspirin is linked to a lower risk of various cancers...colon,
esophageal, liver, ovarian, etc.
The best evidence is with colon cancer. But any possible benefit is very small...and aspirin isn’t
benign.
For example, using aspirin 81 mg/day in 1,000 55-year-old women may prevent about 13 cases
of colorectal cancer...at a cost of 20 serious GI bleeds and 3 hemorrhagic strokes over their
lifetimes.
Also explain that it takes about 5 to 10 years for possible benefits to “kick in”...but bleeding risk
starts right away. And evidence about which aspirin dose to use for cancer prevention is limited.
Plus other recent evidence has researchers scratching their heads. Using aspirin for about 5
years in patients age 70 or older is linked with HIGHER risk of death DUE TO cancer in one in 125
patients versus placebo.
For now, don’t recommend aspirin to prevent cancer...especially in older patients or those with
bleeding risks, such as a prior GI bleed, anticoagulant or chronic NSAID use, or uncontrolled BP.
Reinforce appropriate cancer screening instead of aspirin. For example, recommend colon
cancer screening starting at age 45 to 50... or sooner for high-risk patients, such as those with a
family history.
Get details in our commentary, Does Aspirin Prevent Cancer?
(For more on this topic, see Clinical Resource #341206 at PharmacistsLetter.com.)
Primary Reference – McNeil JJ, Nelson MR, Woods RL, et al. Effect of aspirin on all-cause
mortality in the healthy elderly. N Engl J Med 2018;379:1519-28.
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You explain that a one-time test is recommended for all patients born between 1945 and
6. What were the strengths and weaknesses of this study?
1965, since they’re at higher risk of hepatitis C. J.B. agrees that he would like to be tested.
J.B.’s lab work returns positive for HCV. You call J.B. to let him know about his results, explain
the need for additional studies, and ask him to make an appointment with you one week
following his next bloodwork to go over everything.
10. What additional studies are warranted for J.B. at this time?
7. Were the results expressed in terms we care about and can use?

J.B.’s genotype reveals type 1a with a viral load of 179,652 IU/L. His liver function and
coagulation tests are all normal. However, the stage of his liver disease is pending.
J.B. returns for his follow-up visit to discuss his diagnosis of hepatitis C. He has been
researching his diagnosis and is excited about the possibility of a cure with one of the new
HOW
SHOULDHeTHE
NEW FINDINGS
CHANGE
CURRENT
THERAPY?
medications.
is particularly
interested
in Mavyret
(glecaprevir/pibrentasvir)
due to the
eight-week treatment duration instead of the typical 12 weeks with other treatments, and
8. Do the results change your practice? How?
would like to hear your insight on this treatment option.
11. What counseling do you provide J.B.? What should you consider regarding J.B.’s current
medications prior to initiating this treatment?

APPLY THE NEW FINDINGS TO THE FOLLOWING CASE
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aspirin
81 mg
for many
years to “keep her healthy.” She saw a recent news story
obtained
fromdaily
a specialty
pharmacy.
about aspirin, and that it doesn’t seem to prevent heart attacks and might cause cancer.
She’s
wondering
if she
should continue
or stop
Her father
died
of an cholesterol
MI at the age of 54,
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level of
all statin
and
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died
of
colon
cancer
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the
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Today
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blood
pressure
is 128/72
medications, increasing the risk for myopathy. Because it’s recommended
to avoid
mmHg,
heart
rate
is 85 beats
minute,
and her
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is 7.3%. Her lipid
panel is which
as follows:
simvastatin
with
Mavyret,
youper
suggest
switching
J.B.
to rosuvastatin
10 mg/day,
is the
total
cholesterol
178 mg/dL, HDL
45 mg/dL, LDL
97Mavyret.
mg/dL, and triglycerides 180 mg/dL. She
highest
dose recommended
in combination
with
has never smoked cigarettes and doesn’t drink alcohol.
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9. What is your assessment of DA’s level of risk for future bleeding, CV events, or
6. cancer?
What were the strengths and weaknesses of this study?

ASPREE was a well-done, large, randomized, placebo-controlled trial. Analysis of its
primary endpoint demonstrated that aspirin 100 mg/day did not improve disability-free
survival in older patients without CV disease, but led to a higher rate of major bleeding
than placebo.
• In addition, the secondary endpoint death from any cause occurred at a higher rate in
patients who were randomized to aspirin versus placebo. This endpoint was the focus of
this article, along with further analysis of the specific causes of death.
• Because each of the results presented in this article are secondary endpoints, they
shouldisbe
cautiously.
was only
“powered”
to detect
a difference
10. What
theinterpreted
new evidence
that hasASPREE
contributed
to the
controversy
regarding
aspirin usein
its
primary
endpoint,
so
nonsignificant
findings
could
be
due
to
type
2
error
(false
for primary prevention of CV disease?
negative results, or not finding a significant difference when one actually exists).
• Additionally, the study was stopped early based on analysis that continuing until the
scheduled end date was unlikely to show a significant difference in the study’s primary
endpoint. This may have limited the ability to show a difference in treatments, especially
for endpoints such as cancer that generally take an extended period of time to
develop.
• On the other hand, investigators didn’t adjust results for multiple comparisons, which can
lead to type 1 error (false positive results, or finding a significant difference when one
doesn’t actually exist).
11.
should
the impact
of aspirin
summarized
overall risk
of CV ≈
• How
This study
suggests
a link with
aspirinbe
and
death due regarding
to cancer.DA’s
In addition,
although
events,
cancer,
and
bleeding?
19% of enrolled patients had a history of cancer, subgroup analysis of these patients
found no association with cancer history and death due to cancer. However, these
results should not be interpreted that aspirin may cause cancer. First, this finding was
surprising since several prior primary prevention studies have linked aspirin with a lower
risk of various cancers, especially colon cancer. In addition, the biological reason that
aspirin may cause cancer is uncertain. Finally, subgroup analysis is subject to type 1 and
2 error.
• Because enrolled patients were at least age 70 (or 65 for black or Hispanic patients from
the U.S.), study results may not be generalizable to patients younger than 70.
• Investigators extended the age of study inclusion to 65 for black or Hispanic patients
12. How do you counsel DA regarding the best evidence to reduce her risk of CV events
from the U.S. in an effort to increase enrollment of these groups. However, the results of
and cancer?
this study should still be applied to these groups cautiously since only ≈ 8% of patients
were non-white.
• In addition, ≈ 87% of patients were from Australia. Therefore, the effect of regional
treatment practices or exposures on study results cannot be ruled out, especially since
subgroup analysis found an association with country of residence and all-cause
mortality.
• The study was published in three parts, along with three separate supplements. This was
likely done at the request of the publisher to limit the length of individual articles.
However, this is cumbersome and requires the reader to refer back to the primary study
analysis for many important study details (e.g., baseline characteristics, adherence,
etc).
•
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